Working Student Agile Coach
Berlin, Germany

About COUP:
COUP is bringing the fun of driving back into urban areas so you can arrive wherever
you go with a smile on your face. We are a wholly-owned subsidiary of Robert Bosch
GmbH, which launched eScooter-Sharing in Berlin in August 2016, as a new
business segment in the Mobility Services sector. Our electric scooter fleet saves
time and is a good complement to the existing inner-city mobility offering.
Our eScooters are available around the clock in Berlin, Paris and Madrid and are
easy to find, book and drive. We offer our customers an individual and inexpensive
alternative to public transport and cars in city traffic.

What you will work on:
As a working student agile coach at COUP you will ...


Facilitate retrospectives regularly for multiple teams.



Support teams in their continuous improvement journey.



Assist scrum ceremonies of development teams and act as a coach to them



Analyze and measure outcomes.



Be the agile ambassador, help establishing agile processes and thinking in the
whole company.

We will be happy to hire you, if you have the following:


You are officially enrolled in a study program - ideally with a focus in Business,
Psychology, Engineering or other and you have at least 6 months to work in
part-time (10h/week) besides your studies starting June/July 2019.



You have a strong interest in agile methods, organizational structure and
processes.



You have experience in agile software development methods such as Scrum
and Kanban.



You are a strong and experienced communicator with the ability to be
empathic.



You are fluent in English.



You work in a structured, flexible and self-reliant manner.



Hands-on mentality.

What you can expect from COUP:


Work with an international dynamic team and the best eScooter on the market.



Work in an interdisciplinary team - Share your office with marketing and
operations professionals and gain experience beyond your field of expertise.



Become part of the adventure to become the leading provider of global shared
mobility.



Office in the center of Berlin (Friedrichstrasse).



Regular social events.

If we have sparked your interest, send your application to jobs@joincoup.com. If you
have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to
hearing from you.

